Eye Donation Restored the Vision of a Small Boy

"I consider them as my God, those who donated the eye and the doctor who did the surgery to my son" These are the words of a father spoken with joy.

He is Mr. Narayanan comes from Pondicherry. He comes from a middle class family and doing agriculture works.

His son name is Bharat Kalyan, 6 years old boy. He is the only son to his parents. He is a very normal child when he was born. But when he become 2 year old suddenly his both eyes started looking opaque and his vision was totally affected. The parents were rushed to the Pondicherry Aravind Eye hospital. The doctors said, "The child's cornea is totally damaged due to some change in the cornea. This may happened due to hereditary reason. The boy's mother also have similar problem. As a remedy for this eye problem Cornea Transplantation has to be done. This means the affected cornea has to be removed and has to be replaced by the cornea which we get through Eye donation. For one eye cornea transplantation should be done immediately."

For Cornea Transplantation the doctors advised to go to Madurai Aravind. For the right eye the first surgery was done. After 3 years, last month they came back for the operation in Left eye.

Now Bharat Kalyan is studying 1st standard. He is very good at his studies and other activities. When his parents were asked about the problem he faced due to cornea blindness. They said someone should accompany him always. He can not read the books and identify person. Now he became alright after surgery in one eye. Now he goes to school and is studying well. We hope after this second surgery our son's full vision would be restored. That is why we came for the second surgery with the hope.

When the boy was talking, he shared his dream of becoming eye doctor and said he want to do surgeries and all. And his father also added that, we are very happy that my son's vision was restored by eye donation. Even, before surgery doctors and sisters explained to me how the new cornea we get. So I consider the person who donated the eyes and also the doctors Dr.M.Srinivasan who did the surgery as our Deity. I am very much grateful to them"

Here is one more story which elucidate our eyes are immortal and could live for ever through eye donation and has the power of lightening the life of Blind people like this Bharat Kalyan.

Donate Eyes!! Let your eyes change someone's life